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Crystal Preferred Orientation (CPO) 

•  Representation of CPO (PF,IPF,ODF) 
•  Calculation of CPO (pole figure inversion, 2 

theta profile deconvolution, 2D diffraction 
plate  deconvolution) 

•  Volume Diffraction (x-rays, neutrons) 
•  Individual orientation measurement (U-

stage, EBSD) 





Kunze (2005) 





Over view 



Representation of CPO 

•  Pole figure 
•  Inverse Pole figue 
•  Orientation distribution function ... 



Representation on a projection 



Equal angle or Equal area 



For CPO work use Equal area	




Define an orientation ?	


•  Euler angles	

•  Rotation axis and angle	

•  Orientation matrix	




Three Euler angles – 3 rotations	




Euler Angles – Bunge convention 



Bunge Euler Angles 



Cartesian Reference Frame I 

•  Measurement of orientation using Euler angles requires the definition 
of a right-handed Cartesian (also called orthonormal) system in crystal 
co-ordinates. 

•  For cubic, tetragonal and orthorhombic the obvious choice is to use 
the orthogonal lattice basis vectors a[100], b[010] and c[001] of the 
crystal axes. However, for most general case of triclinic crystal 
symmetry where a, b, and c are not orthogonal, there are many 
possible choices and no general convention. 

•  The choice of a specific reference frame is often imposed by the 
EBSD software, but users are often not aware what choice has been 
made.  



Cartesian Reference Frame II 
•  Here are 3 possible choices, for the tensor Cartesian reference frame 

for Euler angles (e1,e2,e3) ; 
•  a) e3 = c[001], e2= b* ⊥ (010) and hence for a right-handed system  e1 

= e2 x e3 (e.g. BearTex software) 

•  b) e3 = c[001] , e1= a* ⊥(100) and e2 = e3 x e1 (e.g. HKL Channel 
software) 

•  c) e3 = c*⊥ (001) , e1= a[100] and e2 = e3 x e1 

 

Reference Frames a), b) and c) for triclinic plagioclase Labradorite An66 
( a=0.817 nm b=1.287 nm c=1.420 nm α=93.46° β=116.09° γ=90.51°) 





ODF – Unit and asymmetric unit 



Euler Space : Asymmetric Unit 



ODF 











The orientation distribution function (O.D.F.) f(g) is defined as the volume fraction of 
orientations with an orientation in the interval between g and g+dg in a space containing 
all possible orientations given by	


	
ΔV/V = ∫ f(g) dg	


where ΔV/V is the volume fraction of crystals with orientation g,  f(g)  is  the texture 
function and dg =1/8π2 sin φ dϕ1dφ d ϕ 2 is the volume of the region of integration in 
orientation space.	

The function f(g) is given in terms of symmetrical generalized spherical harmonics 
(Bunge,1982) as	


       are the coefficients of the series development of the texture function  f(g), 	

           are the generalised spherical harmonic functions, M(l) is the number of linearly 
independent harmonics and Lmax is the maximum degree used in the expansion. For 
tensor properties of rank 2 or 4 the maximum degree of expansion is Lmax=2 or 
Lmax=4 repectively.	
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Elastic properties of aggregate 
The elastic properties of the polycrystal may be calculated by	

 integration over all possible orientations of the ODF.	

 Bunge (1985) has shown that integration is given as:	


	
<Cijkl>m =  ∫ Cijkl
m(g).f(g) dg	


where <Cijkl>m is the elastic properties of the aggregate of mineral m.	


Alternatively it may be determined by simple summation of 	

individual orientation measurements (e.g. U-stage or EBSD), 	


	
<Cijkl>m = ∑ Cijkl
m(g).v(g)	


where v(g) is the volume fraction of the grain in orientation g. 	






Rotation axis and angle	




Orientation g	

Orientation of crystals in a polycrystal can be measured by 	

volume diffraction techniques (e.g. X-ray or neutron diffraction)	

 or individual orientation measurements (e.g. U-stage & Optical 	

microscope, electron channeling or EBSD).	


An orientation, often given the letter g, of a grain or crystal in sample	

 co-ordinates can be described by the rotation matrix between crystal	

 and sample co-ordinates. In practice it is convenient to describe the	

 rotation by a triplet of Euler angles, for example g = ϕ1φ ϕ 2 used	

 by Bunge (1982).	


N.B. One should be aware there are many different definitions of Euler angles (at least 10 !)	

 that are used in the physical sciences, here we will use the definition	

 given by Bunge (1982). 	




Orientation of a crystal defined by 3 Euler angles 

Beware there many different conventions - here the convention of Bunge (1982) 

XYZ - Specimen Frame 

X’Y’Z’ - Crystal Frame 





Pole figure : crystallographic directions 
in sample reference x,y,z axes 

Example of a single crystal	




Non-polar and Polar properties 

MTEX - Antipodal 





Inverse Pole figure : sample directions in 
crystallographic  reference x’,y’,z’ axes 

Example of a single crystal	




PF and IPF 

Example of a single crystal	




PF : hkl // sample direction 



IPF : Sample direction // hkl 







Misorientation 



Correlated (neighbour) MODF and 
uncorrelated MODF 

MODF = MisOrientation DF    ODDF = Orientation Difference DF 

DF = Distribution Function 



X-ray and neutron diffractometry 





Goniometer Cradle 



Path difference – dashed line 



Bragg’s Law 



Friedel’s Law 



Diffracting volume 



PF : Relection and Transmission 



PF : Back-reflection 



PF - Transmission 



PF : Reflection -Transmission Overlap 



Diffraction conditions 

Exact = crystallographic 



Data need for diffraction measurement 

* 



Intensity Corrections 



Over-lapping 2 theta peaks 



Solid angle 2-theta detector 



X-ray pole figure inversion program ! 



Harmonic Method 



X-ray and Neutron diffraction 



Quartz : recalculated X-ray pole figures 



Analysis using ODF 



Synchrotron = new high brilliance x-rays source 



ESRF - Ring 



ESRF Brilliance 



ESRF Beam 



2D plate – in situ high pressure 

Mesure par diffraction 

Orientations préférentielles 



Preferred orientation in MgO 

S. Merkel et al., J. Geophys. Res., in press 



Texture evolution with compression 

Self consistent polycristal plasticity 
modeling - soft {110}<110> slip system is 
the most active 

S. Merkel et al., J. Geophys. Res., in press 



Transmission : Synchrotron X-ray diffraction 



2D Diffraction plate (false colour) 



Rietveld refinement 



Multi-phase 



2D plate -> composition -> CPO 




